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MacroeconomicImplicationsof
Variationin the Workweekof Capital
workweek, one in every four manufacturingproduction
workers in the United States is employed at night. This fraction fluctuates sharply over the business cycle, accounting disproportionately
for business cycle changes in employment. The variation in work at
night amountsto over 40 percentof the cyclical changes in the employment of manufacturingproductionworkers. While cyclical movements
in shiftworkare pervasive in many manufacturingindustries,there are
also some nonmanufacturingindustries in which such variation is
important.
Changes in the number, as well as the length, of shifts affect the
workweek of capital. Demonstratingthe importanceof the workweek
of capital for studying business cycles is the main goal of this paper.
In most business cycle models, the capitalstock is takenas quasi-fixed.
Cyclical variationin output arises from applying more or less labor to
a fixed capitalstock. This propertyof capitalshouldlead to diminishing
marginalproduct of labor, to countercyclical real wage and average
product of labor, and potentially to capacity constraints. Keynesian
studentsof cyclical productivity,however, have long realized the importanceof variableutilizationof capacity. Their models, which admit
the persistentunemploymentor underemploymentof both capital and
labor, can readily dispense with the implications of diminishing marginal productof labor. Work on equilibriumbusiness cycles also finds
IN A TYPICAL
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thatvariablecapitalutilizationis an importantfeatureof an empirically
coherentmodel.I
Yet both the Keynesian and the equilibriummodels are often vague
about how capital utilization varies. Is it through line speed, work
effort, or the workweek of capital? Identifyinghow utilization adjustment actually takes place is important,since the utilization margin is
meaningfulin an equilibriummodel only if increasingutilization adds
to marginal cost. If there were no marginal cost, utilization would
always be set at the level where its marginalproductis zero. This paper
attempts to redress this vagueness about the utilization margin by
closely examining the cyclical behaviorof the workweek of capital.
The paper documentsthat the workweek of capital is an important
margin along which manufacturingindustry operates. The extent of
shiftworkprovides a way to measurethe workweek of capital. Unlike
other utilization margins, such as linespeed and work effort, shiftwork
lends itself to quantification.The first goal of this paper is to provide
an empirical basis for moving the study of cyclical capital utilization
from the realm of the unobservableto that of readily quantifiabletime
series.

The workweekof capital is not, however, the only marginby which
firms vary capital utilization. The second goal of this paper is to use
industry-levelanalysis to identify those industriesin which the workweek is the key margin for utilization and those industries in which
other margins (for example, line speed) are operative. Moreover, the
workweek of capital is an operative margin because there is a cost
associated with it. I show elsewhere that there is at least a 25 percent
shift premiumassociated with employing workersat night.2
The paper addresses these issues in several steps, starting from a
strictly empirical considerationof the workweek of capital and progressing to a more structuralanalysis of its role in explaining cyclical
movementsin total factorproductivity.The next section considershow
the workweekof capital enters the productionfunction. The following
1. The role of lengtheningthe workweek in explaining cyclical productivitywas
madeexplicit in the seminalpaperof Lucas(1970); see also SargentandWallace(1974).
For the role of the utilizationmarginin equilibriumbusinesscycle models, see Kydland
and Prescott (1988), Greenwood, Hercowitz, and Huffman(1988), and Bils and Cho
(1994).
2. Shapiro(1996).
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section discusses how to measure the workweek of capital, focusing
specifically on three distinct sources of data on shiftworkin the United
States. The next section examines the extent to which variationin the
workweek of capital accounts for cyclical variation in production, as
measuredby the FederalReserve Board's rates of capacity utilization.
In addition, it presentscalculationsthat show what fractionof cyclical
employment variationinvolves workersjoining or leaving late shifts.
The following section discusses the role of shiftworkin explaining the
cyclical behaviorof measuredtotal productivity.The paperthen offers
some suggestions for improvingthe measurementof the workweek of
capital.

Capital Utilization and the Production Function
The workweek of capital is meant to provide a measure of capital
services. While the physical stock of capital, K, is quasi-fixedand slow
to adjust, capital services might be highly variable. Considerthe following five-factor gross output productionfunction, which forms the
basis of the productivityanalysis presentedbelow:
(1)

Y = F(Z, N, L, E, M),

where Y is gross output,Z is the services of capital, N is nonproduction
labor, L is productionlabor, E is energy, andM is materials.The level
of technology is left implicit in the productionfunction, so the function
F, as well as the inputs and outputs, is time varying. In most analyses
of productionfunctions such as F, capital services, Z, are taken to be
proportionalto the physical stock of capital, K. This yields the more
conventionalproductionfunction
(2)

Y = F(K, N, L, E, M).

But, as the discussion above makes clear, the conventionalproduction
function can be seriously misleading when there is variationin capital
utilization. In particular,an increase in the utilization of capital will
increase the level of output, even if the levels of physical capital and
the other inputs are held constant. This increase in output might look
like an increase in productivity, but it should be understoodto arise
from a mismeasurementof capital. To make this logic concrete, note
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thatthe productionfunction, F, can be modifiedto representoutputper
hourof production.If the productionprocess operatesfor S hours, total
outputover this period, Y, will be given by
(3)

lN L E MA
Y = SF K s

where the factors of production other than capital are divided by S
because since F is per unit time, the flow of inputs must also be measured per unit time. For example, if S doubles as a result of moving
from one-shift to two-shift operation,the productionfunctionmusttake
into accountthe fact that the firmhires more labor and purchasesmore
materialsandenergy.3AssumingthatF is homothetic,S can be brought
inside the function to yield the more familiar
(4)

Y = F(SK, N, L, E, M) = F(Z, N, L, E, M),

where capital services are measuredas Z = SK, the numberof capital
hours. Hence this measureof capital services is analogousto the standard measurementof labor input as total hours (average weekly hours
times the numberof workers).
It is a mistake to use a productionfunction such as equation2 when
a substantialfractionof the variationin outputarises from variationin
the workweek of capital, S. The key point is that to extend the workweek of capital, it is necessary to hire other factors. To the extent that
movements in these inputs are associated with an increase in capital
services, the otherinputswill appearto have excess marginalproducts,
unless capital services are correctly measured.
While variablecapital utilizationis usually consideredto induce the
mismeasurementof capital, equation 3 makes clear that it can also be
thoughtof as inducingmismeasurementof labor (and otherinputs). An
increase in laborthat opens a shift should have a highermarginalproduct thanthe same increasein laborappliedto an existing shift. Ignoring
the interactionof changes in labor with the workweek of capital seriously biases the analysis of production.
As discussed above, however, the workweek of capital is not the
3. Whethernonproductionlabor should be treated as a fixed stock, analogous to
capital and thereforenot divided by S, is an open question. Some light is shed on this
questionbelow, in the examinationof cyclical productivity.
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only marginby which capital utilizationcan be adjusted.There can be
other unobservedor difficult to observe changes in the use of factors.
For example, the speed of an automobileassembly line and the amount
of crude oil processed by a refineryper minute are marginsof adjustment, given a fixed stock of capital and workers.4Although the quantities of labor and capital (but perhapsnot labor effort) remain fixed
when linespeed is varied, the use of materialsand energy is not fixed.
This considerationleads various authorsto suggest using either materials or energy as a proxy for the utilizationof capital, and also perhaps
for labor.5Susanto Basu advocates the use of materialsas a proxy for
utilization;Dale Jorgensonand Zvi Griliches, andmorerecently, Craig
Burnside, MartinEichenbaum,and Sergio Rebelo advocate the use of
energy.6Their analyses are complicatedby the dual role played by both
materialsand energy. Each factor plays a direct role in productionand
also is meant to capturethe utilization of other factors. This dual role
can be accountedfor by addingstructureto the productionfunction, F.
For example, Basu assumes that value addedand materialsare weakly
separable, with value added a function of unobservedutilization. By
specifying the elasticity of substitutionbetween materials and value
added, he is able to make the unobservedinput variationdrop out of
the measurementequation. Burnside, Eichenbaum,and Rebelo make
similar assumptionsof functionalform with respect to energy. In both
analyses the power of the proxy comes from a low elasticity of substitution with value added. The analysis of the cyclicality of total factor
productivityin this paperis designed to evaluatethe explanatorypower
of these proxy measures in light of the direct observationsof capital
utilizationderived from the workweekof capital.

Measuring the Workweek of Capital
This section discusses various measuresof the workweekof capital,
S. The goal is a measurethat, when multipliedby capital stock, K, will
4. On the automobileassembly line, see Bresnahanand Ramey (1993, 1994).
5. See Abbott, Griliches, and Hausman(1987) for a discussion and demonstration
of the role thatunobservedchanges play in cyclical productivity.
6. Basu (1996); Burnside,Eichenbaum,andRebelo (1995); JorgensonandGriliches
(1967).
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be a good measureof capital services, Z. Variationin the workweekof
capital can arise from three margins. First, the numberof shifts that
capital operatescan change. Second, the numberof hours in each shift
can vary. Third, the numberof days per week that the plant operates
can change.
The Census Bureau's Survey of Plant Capacity(SPC) provides one
such direct measureof capital hours. The SPC, conducted since 1974
on a subset of the firmsincludedin the Census Bureau'sAnnualSurvey
of Manufacturers(ASM), asks how many hours per day and days per
week establishmentsoperate. While it is the best source on the workweek of capital, it does have shortcomings,as discussed below.
To extend the time period and the range of industriesstudied, I also
use datafromthe AreaWage Survey (AWS) andthe CurrentPopulation
Survey (CPS), both conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, to
measurethe workweekof capital on the basis of the fractionof production workerson late shifts.
The measures of the workweek of capital constructedusing these
three data sources all sharethe assumption-also implicit in this paper
so far-that employmentper shift is constant within a plant. Later in
the paper I suggest that new data might be collected in order to relax
this assumption.
Survey of Plant Capacity

In the Survey of PlantCapacity,plantsare asked to reportwhen they
operate, specifically, hours per day and days per week. The productof
these figuresyields a direct measureof the workweekof capital. Hence
the SPC providesa measureof S thatmapsprecisely onto the production
function frameworkoutlined above.7
There are several limitationsto the SPC data. First, the annualtime
series is available for only a short sample period.8 Second, the data
referonly to the fourthquarter.And third, the surveyrecordsonly total
7. Currently,the main use of the SPC is as a source of informationfor the Federal
Reserve Board's measureof capacity utilization. The role of SPC-basedmeasuresof
"preferred"and "practical" outputin the utilizationstatisticsis discussed below. The
workweekof capital is not currentlyan ingredientof the capacityutilizationstatistics.
8. Foss (1963, 1981, 1984) studies long-term trends in capital utilization using
similar surveys for various years. Unfortunately,these historicaldata are not frequent
enough to provideinsight into the cyclical natureof shiftwork.
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employment, not employmentper shift. Despite these limitations, the
SPC is quite useful for studying capital utilization. The short sample
includes the majorrecession of the early 1980s, a significantepisode
for the study of cyclical productivity.Moreover, if data are only to be
available for a single quarter,the fourthquarteris a reasonablechoice
because it is aligned with end-of-year capital stocks and is typically a
period of high, but not peak, production.9
There are difficulties in aggregating the SPC measures of plant
hours.'0 To construct its published and unpublished industry aggregates, the Census Bureauweights the plant-level data by total production employment. This procedureis problematicbecause those plants
that operate more shifts will have a larger total of workers and will
therefore be overweighted."'The problem becomes worse when the
numberof shifts varies over time. Factoriesthat add a shift have their
weights increasewhen theirworkweekslengthenandthereforeare double-counted.
Elsewhere, I address the problem of aggregationby correctingthe
census tabulationsto account for the potential heterogeneity in shifts
per day across plants.'2 This correctionimplicitly assumes that operative shifts have a constantratio of capitalto labor. JosephBeaulieu and
Joe Mattey also consider the weighting problem. To obtain aggregates
at the level of the four-digit standardindustrialclassification (SIC),
they weight by employment per shift. To aggregate the four-digit industries, they weight by industry-level measures of the real capital
stock.'3 The presentpapermakes use of Beaulieu and Mattey's unpublished SPC series.
9. The seasonalpeakin overallproductionoccursin the thirdquarter(Miron, 1994).
10. Aggregationcan be dispensedwith by using the plant-leveldatathat the Census
Bureau'sCenterfor Economic Study merges with the LongitudinalResearchDatabase
of firms from the ASM/Censusof Manufacturing.Such micro-level data are used by
Mattey and Strongin (1995), Beaulieu and Mattey (1996), and Beaulieu and Shapiro
(1995). These datamustbe aggregated,however, if the SPC is to be used as an indicator
of the businesscycle.
11. Considertwo plants with the same capital stock and the same employmentper
shift. If one plantworkseight hoursper day and the otherworks twenty-fourhoursper
day, weighting by total employmentyields an average workweekof twenty hours. In
fact, the averageworkweekof capital is sixteen hours.
12. Shapiro(1993).
13. Beaulieuand Mattey(1996). They also presenta tabulationin which plant-level
observationsare weightedby the book value of the capitalstock. Using employmentper
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Area Wage Survey

The capital-basedmeasurefrom the SPC provides a direct measure
of capital hours based on the numberof hours that plants operate. By
contrast, the labor-basedmeasuresestimate the workweek of capital,
S, from the fraction of workerson shift, accordingto the formula
(5)

S = H (XI + 2X2 + 3X3),

where H is the average workweek of labor and XI, X2, and X3are the
fraction of workers in plants operatingone, two, and three shifts, respectively. 14The labor-baseddata on shiftworkprovide the numberof
workers on each of the three shifts-LI, L2, and L3. Following Paul
Taubmanand Peter Gottschalk, the fractions of workers in plants operating one, two, and three shifts can be calculated by assuming that
for every late shift there is an early shift of equal size.'5 Hence N.
(L - L2)OILI,
N.2 = (L2 - L3)LI, and N.3= L31LI.Thus the labor-based
measures share two assumptionswith the capital-basedmeasure:that
the capital intensities of shifts are equal both within and across plants.
The Area Wage Survey containsperiodicinformationon the fraction
of workerson late shifts in variousU.S. cities. TaubmanandGottschalk
use the AWS to constructa workweekof capital series for manufacturing. Elsewhere, I use an extended version of the Taubman-Gottschalk
data to study the role of capital utilization in the demandfor physical
capital.16
Since the AWS is based on a rolling sample of areas, some of the
variability in its measure of the workweek arises from the specific
characteristicsof the areasthatare sampledin a given time period, such
as the mix of industries.JoramMaysharandGarySolon conducta fresh
analysis of the AWS data on shiftworkto control for these problems.17
shift assumes that capital intensity is equal across plants and also across shifts within
plants. Using the capital stock relaxes the firstassumption,while retainingthe second.
Hence the capital stock (preferablycorrectedfor inflation) is a conceptuallysuperior
measure;but the data are availableonly for a shorterperiod. At least for the aggregate,
Beaulieu and Matteyfind that the cyclical patternsof capitalhoursare quite similarfor
the two measures,weighted by capital and employmentper shift.
14. Thus, unlike the SPC-basedmeasuresof the workweek, the labor-basedmeasures ignore variationin work on the weekend.
15. Taubmanand Gottschalk(1971).
16. Taubmanand Gottschalk(1971); Shapiro(1986).
17. Maysharand Solon (1993).
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In particular, they estimate a factor model to extract the aggregate
componentof shift employment, while controllingfor the city-specific
effects. Their work provides the most up-to-dateanalysis of the AWS
data-in terms of both its econometric techniques and the period of
time that it covers. The empirical analysis in this paper uses the
Mayshar-Solonversion of the AWS series on the fraction of workers
on late shifts. 18
The measure of S based on equation 5 makes use of labor hours as
well as the fractionof workersin plants with one, two, or three shifts.
In general, I allow the workweekof labor, H, to vary over time. However, I also present results based on holding the workweek of labor
fixed at its average, H, that is,
(6)

S'

=

H (XI + 2X2 + 3X3)

This measureunderstatesthe true variationin the workweekof capital
because an increase in H, holding shifts constant, should increase S,
but S' allows the effects of changing shifts and changinglaborhoursto
be separated.
Current Population Survey

The final source of shiftwork data that I consider is the Current
PopulationSurvey. The May supplementsto the CPS in 1973-81, 1985,
and 1991 containquestionsaboutworkschedules. Specifically, workers
are asked the hours at which they start and end work. From their responses, one can calculate the fractionof workerson each of the three
shifts (XI, X2, and X3) and use equations5 and 6 to constructS and S'.
These datahave the advantageof being basedon a representativesample
of the U.S. population. Also, unlike the other measuresof shiftwork,
the CPS data are not limited to manufacturing.To form industry-level
aggregates, I sum the numberof workers per shift in each industry,
using the CPS sampling weights.
18. The IndustryWage Survey (IWS) reportsfractionsof total workerson second
and thirdshifts for a rolling cross-sectionof industries,in contrastto the AWS's rolling
cross-sectionof cities. Althoughthis time-varyingindustrystructuremakesthe IWS less
suitablethanthe AWS for constructingan aggregatetime series, the IWS is very useful
for cross-sectionalstudies of shiftwork;see Shapiro(1996).
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Figure 1. Workweekof Capital Based on Survey of Plant Capacity,1974-92
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Source:Data set underlyingBeaulieu and Mattey (1996).

Comparing the Measures

Figures 1, 2, and 3 reporttime-series plots of the various measures
of the workweekof capitalfor the aggregatedata. Tables 1 and 2 report
summary statistics. As noted above, the series cover different time
periods and different periods within the year.'9 From the SPC, the
average workweek of capital in U.S. manufacturingis 97.0 hours per
week. It has a statistically significant upwardtrend of 0.2 hours per
week per year over the period 1974 through 1992.20 The workweek of
19. The SPC dataare for the fourthquarter,from 1974 through1992;the AWS data
are annual,from 1951 through1990; and the CPS data are for May, from 1973 through
1991 (excluding 1982-84 and 1986-90). Throughoutthis paper, the empirical work
takes accountof the fact that the various measuresof the workweekof capital refer to
differentperiods of the year. The SPC is matchedwith fourth-quarterdata, the AWS
with annual data, and the CPS with May data. It is importantto use the appropriate
period within the year for two reasons. First, the workweek might have a seasonal
component. Second, for the short time-series sample, the timing of peaks and troughs
within the year can affect the results.
20. This trendcontinuesthe long-termgrowthin night work thatFoss (1981, 1984)
highlights.
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Figure 2. Workweek of Capital Based on Area Wage Survey and the
Workweekof Labor, 1951-90
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Source: Author's calculations. Late shift employment shares used to calculate the capital workweek are fronmMaysharand
Solon (1993). Laborworkweek data, which are presenteddirectly and are also used to calculate the capital workweek, are from
Bureauof LaborStatistics, EmploymentanidEarnlinigs,variousissues.

capital is highly variable: more than twice as variable relative to its
mean as the workweekof labor. The dips in capitalhoursaround1975,
1981, and 1991 correspondto recessions; the peaks correspondto the
booms at the end of the 1970s and the end of the 1980s (see figure 1).
The correlationsbetweenthe workweeksof capitalandlaborare strong,
althoughby no means perfect.
The Mayshar-Solonmeasure of the workweek of capital from the
AWS is available for a longer period than is the SPC measure. It is
more variablerelative to its mean than the SPC measure. It also has a
significantdrift over time that adds about four hours to the workweek
of capital over the sample, in contrastto the flat workweek of labor.
Again, the peaks and troughsof the workweekcorrespondto the business cycle (see figure2). The AWS workweekis stronglycorrelatedwith
the workweekof labor,but abouthalf of thatcorrelationis accountedfor
by the use of laborhoursdatato scale the shiftworkfractions.
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Figure 3. Workweekof Capital Based on CurrentPopulationSurvey,Manufacturing
and NonmanufacturingIndustries,1973-91a
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Source: Author'scalculations. Late shift employment shares are from Bureauof Labor Statistics, CurrentPopulationSurvey
(May supplement),varioussurveys. Laborworkweekdata are from Bureauof LaborStatistics,EmploYmentanidEarnlinigs,
various
issues.
a. Data not availablefor 1982-84 and 1986-90.

The CPS data allow the calculation of capital workweeks in both
manufacturingand nonmanufacturingindustries. For manufacturing,
the CPS measure is somewhat lower and less variable than the AWS
measure.2'It has noticeable troughsin the recession years of 1975 and
1980, butnot in 1991. The nonmanufacturing
workweekis substantially
lower, less variable, and less correlatedwith the business cycle than is
the workweek in manufacturing.This aggregationhides some interesting heterogeneity within nonmanufacturingindustrythat is discussed
below.
21. The AWS is based on a representativesampleof establishments,while the CPS
is based on a representativesample of workers.The night workersin the CPS probably
work in largerthan averageestablishments,but there are no data availablewith which
to correctthis selection bias.
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Table 1. Measuresof the Workweeksof Capital and Labor
Hoursper week
Workweek
Workweek
measure

Capital,manufacturing
Surveyof PlantCapacity
AreaWageSurvey
CurrentPopulationSurvey
Capital,nonmanufacturing
CurrentPopulationSurvey
Labor,manufacturinge

Standard

Sample
period'

Mean

deviation'

Trend"

1974-92
1951-90
1973-9 id

97.0
54.5
52.5

2.6
1.6
1.1

0.2
0.1
...

1973-9ld

44.0
40.4

0.6
0.5

...

1951-90

Source: Data for the Survey of Plant Capacity (SPC) workweek are from the data set underlying Beaulieu and Mattey
(1996). Late shift employment shares used to calculate the Area Wage Survey (AWS) workweek are from Mayshar and
Solon (1993). Late shift employment shares used to calculate the CurrentPopulation Survey (CPS) workweek are from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey (May supplement), various surveys. Labor workweek data, which
are presented directly in the table and also are used to calculate the AWS and CPS workweeks, are from Bureau of Labor
and Earninigs, various issues.
Statistics, Emnplovmnetit
a. Observations from the SPC are for the fourth quarter. Observations from the AWS and those of labor hours are annual
averages. Observations from the CPS are for May.
b. For detrended data, where applicable.
c. Hours per week per year (reported only when statistically significant).
d. Excludes 1982-84 and 1986-90.
e. Manufacturing production workers.

The Workweek of Capital and Cyclical Fluctuations in
Production and Employment
How importantare cyclical changes in the workweek of capital for
productionand employment?This section explores this question, first,
by relating cyclical movements in the workweekof capital to the Federal Reserve Board's measureof capacity utilization. It then examines
what fraction of the fluctuationsin productionemployment over the
cycle is accountedfor by workersmoving on and off late shifts.
The Workweek of Capital and Capacity Utilization

The Federal Reserve Board's capacity utilization rate provides
a convenient, detrendedsource of data on production. Capacity utilization is the ratio of production to a smooth measure of capacity
output.22
22. Hence the FederalReserve Board's capacityutilizationrate is not a direct measureof capitalutilization;see Shapiro(1989). A furtherdiscussionof utilizationstatistics
is presentedbelow.
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Table2. Correlationsamong WorkweekMeasures, Manufacturinga
Correlationcoefficients
Capital
Current

Capital
Surveyof PlantCapacity
AreaWage Survey
CurrentPopulationSurvey
Laborb

Survey of Plant

Area Wage

Population

Capacity

Survey

Survey

Labor"

1.0

0.67
1.0

0.82
0.74
1.0

0.38
0.75
0.87
1.0

Source: Author's calculations. For sources of workweek data, see table 1.
a. Correlationsare calculatedover period for which both correlatedmeasuresare available;for sample periods, see table I.
b. Manufacturing production workers.

AGGREGATE MANUFACTURING.
Table 3 reportsthe simple correlation
between each of the three measuresof the workweek and the Federal
Reserve Board's capacity utilization rate. The SPC and AWS workweeks are detrended;capacity utilization has no trend.
Table 3 shows that the workweekof capital is strongly procyclical.
The SPC-basedmeasurehas a correlationcoefficient of 0.84 with capacity utilization. The AWS-basedmeasureis almost as cyclical. Even
using the S' measure with hours of labor fixed at their average, the
correlationis high. In the sample period that overlaps with that of the
SPC, the AWS measureremainshighly cyclical, but a smallerfraction
of its correlationwith capacityutilizationis accountedfor by variation
in the workweekof labor. The CPS-basedmeasureis also shown to be
strongly procylical, despite its deviations from the standardbusiness
cycle chronology exhibited in figure 3. The last two lines of table 3
report the cyclicality of the workweek of labor, as measuredby the
average weekly hours series of the Bureauof LaborStatistics.
BY INDUSTRY. To understandthe differences across industriesin the
use of the capacity utilizationmarginis an importantaim of this paper.
Table 4 presents summarystatistics for the SPC-basedmeasureof the
workweek of capital and its correlation with the Federal Reserve
Board's capacity utilizationrate in the two-digit manufacturingindustries. Table 5 takes a step beyond examiningthis simple correlation;it
compares the explanatorypower for capacity utilization of the workweek of capital with that of total weekly productionworker hours.
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Table3. Correlationsbetween WorkweekMeasuresand Capacity Utilization,
Manufacturing
Workweek
measurea

Surveyof PlantCapacity
AreaWage Survey

CurrentPopulationSurvey

Labor workweek
(variable orfixed)b

variable
fixed
variable
fixed
variable
fixed

Laborc

Sample
period

1974-92
1951-90
1951-90
1974-90
1974-90
1973-91d

Correlation with
capacity
utilizationc

0.84
0.75
0.55
0.73
0.61
0.85

1973-91d

0.73

1951-92
1974-90

0.74
0.63

Source: For sources of workweek data, see table 1. Capacity utilization is measured by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, release G. 17, "Industrial Production and Capacity Utilization" (hereafter, release G. 17).
a. Data from the SPC and the AWS are detrended; other data have no trend.
b. Labor workweek is denoted by H in equation 5. "Variable" indicates that H is allowed to vary with time when the
capital workweek is calculated from the AWS and CPS measures, and "fixed" indicates that H is fixed at its niean for the
sample period.
c. Correlation coefficient.
d. Excludes 1982-84 and 1986-90.
e. Manufacturing production workers.

Specifically, it shows the results of a bivariateregression of capacity
utilization on the workweek of capital and total production worker
hours.
The first three columns of table 4 report the mean workweek of
capital by the SPC measure, its standarddeviation, and its trend. Industriesvary greatlyon how intensively they use their physical capital.
Low capital-intensivepiece-workindustries(for example, apparel,furniture,and leather)operatefew late shifts. At the otherextreme, highly
capital-intensiveprocess industries(for example, paper,chemicals, petroleum, stone, clay, glass, and primarymetals) operateduringmost of
the available hours. Between these extremes are the durable goods
assembly industries (for example, transportationequipment and machinery) and the relatively capital-intensive, but noncontinuousprocess, nondurableindustries(for example, food andtobacco). Moreover,
the industrieswith an intermediatemeantend to have a higherstandard
deviation. That is, they use the workweek of capital margin more
intensively.

Table 6 reports analogous results for the CPS data. Figure 4 plots
the mean SPC workweek shown in table 4 against the mean CPS manufacturingworkweek shown in table 6. For relatively small values of
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Table 4. Workweek of Capital Based on Survey of Plant Capacity, by Manufacturing
Industry, 1974-92
Hours per week, except as indicated

Industry

Mean

Standard
deviation

Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, and glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment
Instruments
Miscellaneous

83.9
89.3
108.8
44.6
54.0
50.2
138.1
71.9
132.1
156.8
102.2
48.3
104.0
125.3
69.8
69.0
74.4
73.6
63.2
59.1

7.0
12.0
9.5
2.0
4.2
2.1
6.5
4.1
3.6
3.0
6.3
6.0
4.7
10.5
5.4
4.3
7.2
6.2
4.2
6.0

Trenda

1.2
1.6
1.4
0.3
0.5
0.2
. . .
0.5
. . .
. . .
. . .
0.6
0.6
. . .
0.7
. . .
1.1
0.7
. . .
0.9

Correlation
with capacity
utilizationb
0.43
0.47
0.10
0.44
0.30
0.43
0.57
0.26
0.06
0.58
0.43
0.38
0.78
0.56
0.85
0.25
0.77
0.25
0.08

Source: Author's calculations based on capital workweek data from the data set underlying Beaulieu and Mattey (1996)
and capacity utilization data from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, release G. 17.
a. Hours per week per year (reported only when statistically significant).
b. Correlation coefficient. Capacity utilization data for tobacco are not available.

the workweek, the relationship between the two is linear. For CPS
workweeksof over eighty hours, it flattensout, suggestingthatin these
high-capital utilization industries, late shifts are lightly staffed. Put
differently, there is a substantialfixed labor force, even of production
workers, that works duringthe day, especially for the high-utilization
industries.
The last columns of tables 4 and 6 reportthe results of industry-byindustrycorrelationsof capacity utilizationand the workweekof capital.23These results show thatthe workweekof capitalexplains capacity
utilization well in some industriesbut poorly in others. For example,
shiftworkis stronglycorrelatedwith capacityutilizationin nonelectrical
23. Mattey and Strongin(1995, table 1) presentsimilar calculationsfor total manufacturingand groupsof industriesbased on the micro-leveldatafrom the SPC.
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Table 5. Explaining Capacity Utilizationwith the Workweekof Capital and Total
Labor Hoursa
Independent
variableb
Industry

All manufacturing
Food
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, andglass
Primarymetals
Fabricatedmetals
Nonelectricalmachinery
Electricalmachinery
Transportation
equipment
Instruments
Miscellaneous

R2 by independent variable(s)
Workweek Labor Both workweek

Workweek
of capitalc

Labor
hoursd

of capital
only

hours
only

of capital
and labor hours

0.79
(0.24)
-0.04
(0.11)
0.29
(0.27)
-0.31
(0.26)
-0.07
(0.22)
-0.07
(0.14)
0.28
(0.12)
0.36
(0.21)
0.28
(0.27)
-0.24
(0.77)
0.25
(0.14)
0.14
(0.09)
-0.00
(0.15)
0.21
(0.38)
0.01
(0.14)
0.79
(0.20)
0.23
(0.21)
0.31
(0.18)
0.03
(0.36)
-0.19
(0.11)

0.22
(0. 10)
0.24
(0.08)
0.32
(0.26)
0.81
(0.24)
0.72
(0.14)
0.57
(0.06)
0.44
(0.20)
0.41
(0.20)
0.54
(0.21)
- 0.38
(0.26)
0.53
(0.14)
0.39
(0.14)
0.74
(0.07)
0.69
(0.30)
0.61
(0.11)
0.18
(0.14)
0.65
(0.08)
0.44
(0.15)
0.35
(0.28)
0.63
(0.12)

0.70

0.52

0.77

0.16

0.45

0.45

0.26

0.28

0.33

0.01

0.38

0.43

0.21

0.71

0.71

0.10

0.87

0.87

0.18

0.15

0.37

0.33

0.37

0.47

0.07

0.30

0.35

0.00

0.11

0.12

0.33

0.57

0.64

0.20

0.39

0.46

0.15

0.88

0.88

0.61

0.70

0.70

0.35

0.78

0.78

0.72

0.48

0.74

0.09

0.86

0.87

0.61

0.70

0.75

0.06

0.23

0.23

0.01

0.59

0.65

Source: Author's regression, as described in text. Data on the capital workweek, based on the SPC, are from the data set
underlying Beaulieu and Mattey (1996). Data on labor hours are from Bureauof Labor Statistics, EmplovtnetntatndEartninigs,
various issues. Capacity utilization is measured by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, release G. 17.
a. The dependent variable is capacity utilization. The capital workweek is the SPC-based measure. The sample period is
1974-92. A time trend is included when statistically significant. Standarderrors are shown in parentheses.
b. Coefficients are for the regression using both independent variables.
c. Natural log of hours per week.
d. Natural log of total manufacturing production worker hours.
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Table 6. Workweek of Capital Based on the Current Population Survey, by Industry,
1973_91a

Hours per week, except as indicated
Correlation
with capacity

Standard
Industry

Mean

deviation

Trend"

utilizationc

All Mining
Metal
Coal
Petroleum
Nonmetallic
Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, and glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Motor vehicles
Other transportationequipment
Instruments
Miscellaneous

58.8
63.2
71.5
51.3
53.6
57.2
65.4
63.0
37.2
46.7
42.9
65.3
51.9
57.1
57.9
65.1
39.9
54.6
62.3
52.3
52.2
51.0
64.0
53.3
49.4
45.1

3.1i
5.8
9.7
2.3
4.2
3.5
10.3
4.2
0.8
1.6
1.6
3.3
2.3
2.1
3.9
2.7
1.6
2.3
3.2
1.4
1.8
1.3
5.2
2.8
1.7
1.5

..
-0.7
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
0.1
-0.2
0.2
. . .
...
. . .
. . .
. . .

0.47
0.35
0.55
0.23
0.08
0.25
...
0.63
0.37
0.56
0.76
0.10
0.11
0.37
0.02
0.26
0.20
0.30
0.48
0.85
0.59
0.23
0.89
0.42
0.01
0.39

.

-0.3
. .
. .
-0.2
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Source: Author's calculations based on late shift employment data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, CurrentPopulation
Survey (May supplement), various surveys; labor workweek data from Bureauof Labor Statistics, Enmplovttmetnt
atndEartninigs,
various issues; and capacity utilization data from Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, release G. 17.
a. Sample period excludes 1982-84 and 1986-90. Calculatedusing equation5 and assuming a variablelabor workweek, H.
b. Hours per week per year (reported only when statistically significant).
c. Correlation coefficient. Capacity utilization data for tobacco are not available.

machinery, transportationequipment, and primarymetals, and also in
fabricatedmetals, rubber,andprinting.Otherindustriesin which shiftwork is cyclical are textiles and lumber. Industriesin which shiftwork
is not correlatedwith capacity utilizationare those in which late shifts
are uncommon (for example, appareland furniture)or operationsare
continuous (for example, chemicals and petroleum).
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Figure 4. ComparingWorkweekof Capital Measures,Two-DigitManufacturing
Industriesa
Current Population Survey (hours per week)
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Source: Data for the SPC workweek are from the data set underlyingBeaulieu and Mattey (1996). The CPS workweek is the
author'scalculationbased on late shift employmentdata from Bureauof LaborStatistics,CurrentPopulationSurvey (May supplement), various surveys; and labor workweek data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, Emtlploymttetnt
atndEatrninigs,various issues.
a. Industriesare identified by their two-digit standardindustrialclassification. The sample period for the CPS is 1974-91,
excluding 1982-84 and 1986-90; and for the SPC, is 1974-92.

The CPS data tell a similar but somewhatweaker story. Since there
are only eleven observationsin these tabulations,the resultsare subject
to high samplingvariation.The CPS dataalso allow examinationof the
mining componentof capacity utilization. The workweek of capital is
cyclical in miningproduction.This correlationessentially derives from
coal mining, where the workweek of capital is highly variable.
Returningto the SPC data, table 5 reportsthe results of regressing
capacity utilization on the naturallog of the workweek of capital and
of total weekly productionworkerhours. The aim of this exercise is to
understandmore clearly which industriesmake use of the workweekof
capital margin, controllingfor total laborhours. The firsttwo columns
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report the semielasticities of utilization with respect to the capital workweek and total labor hours.24 The last column gives the R2 of the bivariate regression. The table also includes the R2 from univariate regressions, so that incremental explanatory powers can be assessed.
Given that capacity utilization is constructed to measure the cyclical
component of production, the regression coefficients can be interpreted
as the elasticity of cyclical production with respect to the explanatory
variables. For aggregate manufacturing, both the workweek of capital
and total weekly production worker hours play an important role in
explaining variation in production. The workweek of capital has the
larger coefficient and the greater univariate explanatory power. Hence
the workweek of capital is not merely a cyclical indicator, but one that
dominates production worker hours in explaining total manufacturing
production.
The industry-level results show that after controlling for overall employment, the workweek of capital remains a powerful explanatory
variable for production in nonelectrical machinery and transportation
equipment. It is also significant, both statistically and economically, in
paper and rubber. In some industries (textiles, printing, and primary
metals) the workweek and labor are jointly significant, but highly collinear. This collinearity is not surprising. Indeed, if all changes in
employment involved changes in shift, hours of labor and the workweek
of capital would move closely together. In a few industries (notably,
food and fabricated metals) the high explanatory power of the workweek for production that is evidenced in table 4 disappears once variation in total labor hours is taken into account. Finally, in the industries
that exhibit low correlations in table 4, elasticities are small and the
workweek has low explanatory power in table 5.

The Cyclicality of Shift Employment
To what extent is variation in total employment accounted for by
workers coming on and off late shifts? Tables 7 and 8 show the share
of workers on late shifts and the sensitivity of late shift employment to
changes in total employment. Table 7 gives the results for production
24. The regressionsinclude trendswhen they are warranted.
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Table 7. Regressing Late Shift Employment on Total Employment, Manufacturing
Production Workersa
Share of workers on
late shifts
Industry
All manufacturing, Area Wage
Survey
All manufacturing, Current
Population Survey
Noncontinuous process
Continuous process
Food
Tobacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumber
Furniture
Paper
Printing
Chemicals
Petroleum
Rubber
Leather
Stone, clay, and glass
Primary metals
Fabricated metals
Nonelectrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Motor vehicles
Other transportationequipment
Instruments
Miscellaneous manufacturing

Mean

Standard
deviation

0.26

0.02

0.01

1.62t

0.88

0.24
0.23
0.33
0.30
0.40
0.36
0.04
0.16
0.09
0.35
0.28
0.27
0.26
0.37
0.07
0.24
0.34
0.22
0.20
0.21
0.35
0.23
0.19
0.14

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.10
0.04
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03

. . .
-0.00
-0.01
0.02
0.03
-0.01
-0.00
-0.02
0.03
-0.00
0.01
-0.01
0.01
-0.01
. . .
-0.02
-0.01
-0.00
-0.02
-0.00
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.01

1.48t
1.59t
0.63
0.49
0.87
1.38*
-0.45
1.14
2.96t
1.06
0.59
0.84
2.28t
1.04
0.36
2.08*
1.37
1.54t
1.62*
0.94
1.63t
1.81t
1.13t
0.84

0.79
0.83
0.75
-0.02
0.29
0.79
-0.08
0.26
0.62
0.35
0.12
0.21
0.59
0.76
0.01
0.38
0.69
0.82
0.49
0.48
0.89
0.61
0.69
0.01

Trendb

Regression
coefficienrt

R2

Source: Author's regressions, as described in text. Data on late shift employnmentare fronmMayshar and Solon (1993),
for the AWS; and Bureau of Labor Statistics, CurrentPopulation Survey (May supplement), various surveys. Total employatndEartnitngs,various issues.
ment data are from Bureau of Labor Statistics, Emtiploymetit
a. The dependent variable is the natural log of late shift employnmentof manufacturingproduction workers. The independent variable is the natural log of total employment of manufacturingproduction workers. The sample period is 195 1-90
for the regression using AWS data, and 1973-90 (excluding 1982-84 and 1986-90) for regressions using CPS data.
b. Change in share per year (reported only when statistically significant).
c. * indicates statistically different from one at the 10 percent level; t indicates statistically different from one at the 5
percent level. Tests are based on autocorrelation-consistent standarderrors.
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Table8. RegressingLate Shift Employmenton TotalEmployment,
NonmanufacturingWorkersa
Share of workers
on late shifts
Industry

Mean

Standard
deviation

Trendb

Regression
coefficienrt

Agriculture
Metalmining

0.11
0.26

0.02
0.06

0.01
-0.01

1.26
1.75t

0.63
0.96

Coal mining

0.34

0.08

.

1.72t

0.84

Petroleumextraction

0.10

0.03

-0.03

Nonmetallic mining
Construction

0.16
0.03

0.06
0.00

.

.

R2

0.96

0.55

. . .
...

1.17
0.43

-0.02
0.48

Truckingandwarehousing

0.24

0.02

0.02

0.86

0.82

Other transportation

0.23

0.02

.

0.43

0.25

Communications
andutilities
Wholesaletrade
Retailtradeexcludingrestaurants
Restaurants
Finance,insurance,andrealestate
Personalservices
Otherprivateservices
Government

0.10
0.07
0.22
0.50
0.28
0.27
0.12
0.15

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.01

-0.01
0.01
0.01
-0.01
0.03
-0.05
0.00
0.00

.

.

0.51
0.86
0.84
0.80
0.78
0.81
0.75
1.21t

0.45
0.64
0.91
0.96
0.91
-0.01
0.97
0.84

Source: Author's regressions, as described in text. Data on late shift employment are from Bureau of Labor Statistics,
CurrentPopulation Survey (May supplement), various surveys. Total employment data are from Bureauof Labor Statistics,
EmploYmentatndEartnitngs,various issues.
a. The dependent variable is the natural log of late shift employment of nonmanufacturing workers. The independent
variable is the natural log of total employment of nonmanufacturing workers. The sample period is 1973-91. excluding
1982-84 and 1986-90.
b. Change in share per year (reported only when statistically significant).
c. t indicates statistically different from one at the 5 percent level. Tests are based on autocorrelation-consistent standard
errors.

workers in manufacturing, while table 8 gives the results for all workers
in nonmanufacturing industries.25
If the fraction of workers on late shifts were constant over the cycle,
then the elasticity of employment on late shifts with respect to total
employment would be unity. For the AWS sample from 1951 though
1990, the elasticity is estimated to be 1.62-both economically and
statistically significantly greater than one.26 Given the share of employ25. The dichotomybetween productionworkersand nonproductionworkersis not
obviously useful outside manufacturing.
26. This elasticity of 1.62 is close to the excess sensitivityof late shift employment
to GNP of 1.86 thatMaysharand Solon (1993) estimate. Theirestimateeffectively uses
the growth rate in aggregateoutput as an instrumentalvariablefor the growth rate in
overallemployment.Thattheirestimateis higherimplies a negativecorrelationbetween
employmentand the errorterm, such as would arise if employmentgrowthwere measuredwith error.
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ment, this elasticity implies that 42 percent of changes in employment
occur on late shifts. A similar result holds for the shorter sample from

the CPS.
The third and fourth rows of table 7 present results according to
whether the workers are employed in a continuous process industry. In
a continuous process industry, the technology requires operations
around the clock, so the workweek of capital margin is not operative.27
Table 7 shows that the continuous process industries are relatively shift
intensive, but that the shiftwork is acyclical. The noncontinuous process
industries have a substantially higher fraction of employment variation
on late shifts, despite their lower shift intensity.
The two-digit detail reveals substantial excess sensitivity of late shift
employment to total employment in transportation equipment, fabricated metals, and nonelectrical machinery-just the capital-intensive
assembly industries in which one would expect shiftwork to be an
important margin. Yet there are also some surprises. Furniture has the
highest elasticity, but a low share. Petroleum and stone, clay, and glass
also have high elasticities. In this short sample, however, the years of
the OPEC price shocks have high leverage. The results for these energyintensive industries might well be anomalies driven by changes in the
composition of plants.
Table 8 presents analogous results for nonmanufacturing industries.
Metal and coal mining show substantial excess sensitivity of late shift
employment to total employment. The absence of late work in construction-cyclical or otherwise-is perhaps a surprise. Apparently daylight
is a factor of production. In services, although many workers are on
late shifts, shiftwork exhibits little cyclical sensitivity. To the extent
that services are specific to the time of day or require the participation
of the consumer, there may be little scope for producing during daily
slack periods in the use of capital.
Hence the data show-at least for a subset of manufacturing and
mining industries-that a substantial fraction of variation in total employment arises from workers being added to or subtracted from late
shifts. This finding has important implications for the understanding of
27. I follow Foss (1984, p. 40) in applyingthis distinctionto the studyof shiftwork.
My tabulationsuse his classificationof continuousprocess industries:pulp, paper, and
paperboard(SIC 261-63), chemicals (SIC 28, except 283-85, 89), petroleum(SIC 29),
andprimarymetals (SIC 331, 333).
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cyclical productivity. If adding a worker means also adding the services
of capital that was previously idle at night, then there is no presumption
of diminishing marginal product of labor.

The Workweek of Capital and Cyclical Productivity
Research by Robert Hall brought the attention of macroeconomists
back to cyclical productivity. He interprets the cyclicality of productivity as evidence of market power and, potentially, increasing returns.
Moreover, the research program in equilibrium business cycles
spawned by the work of Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott takes shocks
to technology as the driving force of the business cycle.28
In both the empirical literature on increasing returns and the literature
on equilibrium business cycles there has been increasing attention to
changes in factor utilization as a source of cyclical productivity. As
discussed at the outset of this paper, variable utilization might account
for the observed cyclicality of productivity without increasing returns
or cyclical fluctuations in technology.
This section demonstrates that this theoretical possibility is empirically valid. Indeed, observed variation in the workweek of capital can
fully account for the cyclicality of productivity in U.S. manufacturing
over the period studied. This research thus identifies capital hours as
the operative margin for adjusting capital utilization in most of manufacturing industry.
In an unpublished paper, Thomas Abbott, Zvi Griliches, and Jerry
Hausman show that there is a hierarchy of variables explaining cyclical
productivity: energy and materials are the most flexible, production
hours are intermediate, and capital and nonproduction labor have the
traditional zero or negative weights in an empirical production function.29 They explain this phenomenon in terms of an unobserved factor,
U. I show here that-outside of continuous process industries-this U
is S, the workweek of capital. Other authors have made different corrections to the productivity calculation to account for cyclical productivity. Basu advocates the use of materials as the utilization indicator.30
28. Hall (1988, 1990); Kydlandand Prescott(1982).
29. Abbott, Griliches, and Hausman(1987).
30. Basu (1996).
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Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo, pursuing an idea developed by
Jorgenson and Griliches, use energy consumption as a proxy.31 I will
contrast the results based on the use of the workweek of capital as a
utilization adjustment with those based on energy and materials.
This section presents two sets of results that build on the framework
developed above. First, the utilization correction is applied exclusively
to physical capital. That is, I consider various capital utilization adjustments, U, in the production function F(UK, N, L, E, M). This yields
several versions of a Solow residual adjusted by capital utilization.
Second, I consider the possibility that the utilization adjustment should
not simply multiply the capital stock. Such a possibility could arise,
for example, if nonproduction labor did not need to be increased when
the workweek of capital was extended (in which case, N would not be
divided by S in equation 3). The possibility could also arise if "utilization" impinged on other factors (for example, through variation in
the effort of production labor). Finally, it could arise if the utilization
proxies were not supposed to get exactly capital's share in the total
factor productivity calculation (that is, if there were some elasticity of
substitution).
Accounting for Cyclical Productivity
Consider the production function of equation 2 with fixed utilization.
The standard Solow total factor productivity residual, E, is given by
(7)

e =

Ay -

Ax,

where Ay is the log change in gross output and
(8)

Ax = oKAk + oAn

+ oLAl + oEAe + oMLAm

is the share-weighted log change in the inputs.32 The shares, cY,K9 oN,
and otM, are time varying. Robert Solow shows that under the
OtL 9YOE,
31. Burnside,Eichenbaum,andRebelo (1995); JorgensonandGriliches(1967). The
idea that energy is a proxy for capital services is very old. In the absence of any data
on physical capital, Flux (1913, p. 567) uses horsepowerper employee as a measureof
capital intensity. (I am grateful to S. J. Prais for this reference.) Moreover, the idea
underliesthe FederalReserve Board's use of kilowatt hours to measureproductionin
manyindustriesfor which physical productiondata are unavailable.
32. Note that while capital letters representlevels of variables, I use lower case
lettersto representthe naturallogs of levels.
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assumptions of constant returns to scale, perfect competition, and correct measurement of the factors and shares, the residual, E, equals the
rate of technological change, E*.33 Observed Solow residuals are highly
procyclical. An obvious source of this procyclicality is unaccounted
variation in the inputs. Production might rise because factor utilization
increases. If the increase in factor utilization is not reflected in total
factor input, measured e will be spuriously procyclical.
Therefore total factor input should be adjusted for changes in utilization, to the extent possible. Adjusting capital for its utilization is
hardly a new idea. Indeed, Solow adjusts the capital stock by the unemployment rate of labor. This section follows his example by adjusting
the productivity residual for directly observed changes in capital utilization, namely, the workweek of capital. It also compares adjustments
based on the use of materials and energy as proxies for utilization.
Specifically, consider a gross output production function
(9)

Y = F(UK, N, L, E, M).

It is analogous to equation 4, except that capital utilization, U, may be
measured either by the workweek of capital, energy, materials, or a
composite of energy and materials. Total factor input growth, Ax,
should thus additionally contain the term oKLAU,where Au is the growth
rate of utilization. Hence true technological change, et, can be calculated as an adjusted Solow residual, e; that is,
(10)

-E

O KAU

=

My strategy here is to consider the success of various measures of Au
as adjustments to the Solow residual.
Before turning to the cyclical productivity regressions, I present
some simple correlations in which the Federal Reserve Board's capacity
utilization rate is again used as a cyclical indicator. Table 9 shows the
correlations among the input growth rates, each weighted by capital's
share.34 Capital growth is largely acyclical.35 The growth rates of the
33. Solow (1957).
34. The dataon output,inputs,andproductionsharescome fromthe NationalBureau
of EconomicResearch's(NBER)ProductivityDatabase.The sampleis a pool of the 450
industriesincludedin the ASM, excludingthosefor whichover half of the observationson
the workweekof capitalare missing. The sampleperiodis limitedto 1977-88, the period
for whichI could matchthe industriesin the SPC dataandNBERASM data.
35. Even if Ak were constant,oXKLkcould be procyclicalif capital'sshareincreased
duringbooms; that is, when physical capitalwas scarce.
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Table9. Correlationsamong Capacity UtilizationGrowth and
Measures of Input Growtha
Correlationcoefficients
+ otMAm

otEAe
tK-

Acu

cu
C

tKAk

1.00

-0.03

tKA S

1.00

XtKAk

tKA

0.15
-0.01

1.00

CtKAS

txKAe

txKAm
cXEze + oMtAm
t
E

+

e

otKAm

tE

+

0.13

0.31

0.31

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.05
1.00

0.12
0.37
1.00

0.45

OtM

0.12
0.99
1.00

OtM

Source: Author's calculations based on capacity utilization data from Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
release G. 17; inputs and production share data from the National Bureau of Economic Research's (NBER) Productivity
Database; and capital workweek data from the data set underlying Beaulieu and Mattey (1996).
a. The sample comprises the 450 industries included in the Census Bureau's Annual Survey of Manufacturers (ASM),
excluding those for which over half of the observations on the workweek of capital are missing. The sample period is 197788. The symbols Acu, Ak, As, Ae, and Atmirepresent log changes in capacity utilization, the capital stock, the workweek of
capital, energy use, and material's use, respectively; aLK.OtE, and Otmrepresent the production shares of capital, energy, and
materials, respectively. See text for details.

other inputs are positively correlated with the cycle, but less strongly
than might be expected. Moreover, the input growth rates are only
weakly correlated with each other, except for materials with the energy
and materials composite, which is dominated by materials.
Table 10 shows a key result. The unadjusted Solow residual, E, is
procyclical. When it is adjusted by subtracting the utilization adjustments, the procyclicality disappears. Adjustment by the workweek of
capital makes the correlation close to zero, adjustment by energy reduces it substantially, and adjustment by materials or the composite
makes it negative. Hence the correlations show the importance of a
utilization correction, but they do not point strongly to any one adjustment factor. The regressions that follow are more decisive.

Cyclical Productivity Regressions
The current state of the art for quantifying the cyclicality of Solow's
productivity residual is to estimate an equation
(11) v,

e =

+

so that if ,Bis zero, the measured productivity residual, E, is an unbiased
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estimate of the true growth rate of technology, E*.36 If capital services
are proportional not to the stock of capital, K, but rather to UK, where
U is capital utilization, then equation 11 has an added component in
the error term. That is,
(12)

v =

CXKAU

+

E*.

Under the presumption that Au is positively correlated with other factors, ,3 will be estimated to be greater than zero. To eliminate this
source of cyclical productivity, I consider various adjusted Solow residuals, where Au, instead of being omitted, is measured by the growth
in the workweek of capital (As), energy consumption (Ae), materials
use (Am), and a share-weighted average of energy consumption and
materials use. If variable capital utilization is an important source of
cyclicality in measured total factor productivity, estimating
(13)

= PAx + v

should yield estimates of ,3 closer to zero than estimates from equation
Total factor input is correlated with true technological change, E*.
Therefore, in order to yield consistent estimates, estimation is by twostage least squares, with time dummies as instruments. The use of time
dummies as instruments is based on the assumption of no aggregate
productivity shock during the sample period.37
The first column of table 11 reports the results for all manufacturing.31 The first row reports the estimate of 1 based on equation 11,
using the unadjusted residual as the dependent variable and leaving the
in the disturbance. The null hypothesis of no cyclical
unobserved OKKAU
productivity is decisively rejected; the point estimate of 0.31 is large
36. The equationis estimatedin this form ratherthan, for example, with lAyon the
right-handside, because there is less correlationbetween true productivityand input
than true productivityand output. A constant to capturethe trend in productivityis
includedin these equations,but it is suppressedin the notationandtabulationof results.
37. Note that the estimation is carriedin a short sample that is dominatedby the
recession of 1982. In this sample, the first-stage fit of potential aggregate demand
instruments(for example, partyof the president)will be inadequate.On the otherhand,
the importanceof the Volcker disinflation in this short sample makes plausible the
assumptionthataggregatedemanddisturbancesdo dominatethe data.
38. Theseestimatesbuildon those reportedin Shapiro(1993). Estimationwith fixed
industryeffects (that is, a differentconstantfor each industry)yields similarresults.
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Table 11. RegressingUnadjustedand AdjustedSolow Residualson
TotalFactorInput Growtha
Coefficient of Ax, by industry type
Dependent variable
E

E -

E -

0XKAS

oKlAe

E - cxKlm

E -

xK

cxELe + txMlm
IE + oM

All
manufacturing

Noncontinuous
process

Continuous
process

0.31
(0.04)

0.28
(0.04)

0.37
(0.08)

0.06
(0.05)
0.11
(0.05)
-0.09
(0.04)

0.02
(0.05)
0.09
(0.05)
-0.13
(0.04)

0.24
(0.08)
0.12
(0.08)
0.04
(0.08)

0.08
(0.04)

-0.11
(0.04)

0.03
(0.08)

Source: Author's regressions, as described in text. Data on inputs, output, and production shares are from the NBER
Productivity Database. Data on the capital workweek are from the data set underlying Beaulieu and Mattey (1996).
a. The equations estimated here regress the dependent variables shown on total factor input growth, Ax. Each equation is
estimated for each of the three industry types shown. The first regression, which uses the unadjusted Solow residual as the
dependent variable, is an estimate of equation 11 in the text; the remaining regressions, which use adjusted Solow residuals
as dependent variables, are estimates of equation 13. Estimation is by two-stage least squares, using time dummies as
instruments. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are in parentheses. The sample comprises the 450 industries
included in the ASM, excluding those for which over half of the observations on the workweek of capital are missing. The
sample period is 1977-88.

and is precisely estimated.39 The other lines of table 11 consider the
cyclicality of the various adjusted productivity residuals; that is, different versions of equation 13. When the workweek of capital is used
as the measure of capital utilization, the cyclicality of productivity
largely disappears. The coefficient falls from 0.31 to 0.06; it is insignificantly different from zero, with a fairly tight confidence interval.
Hence, when Solow residuals are adjusted by the SPC-based measure
of the workweek of capital, the cyclicality of productivity in U.S.
manufacturing disappears.
The last three rows of table 11 show the results obtained when energy
and materials are used as proxies for utilization. They account almost
as well as the workweek of capital for cyclical productivity. The estimated coefficients are fairly close to zero and only marginally statistically significant.
39. This is a largerestimateof f3thanis found in most otherworkthatuses the same
specification.Basu and Fernald(forthcoming)find an estimateof about0. 1, but that is
basedon a longersampleperiod,beginningin 1959, which has less cyclical productivity
on average.
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Based on the results for total manufacturing given in table 11, one
would conclude that the workweek of capital was the best way to adjust
the Solow residual, but that energy and materials also were fairly good
proxies for capital utilization. In some industries, however, shiftwork
should not be a good indicator of capital utilization. Specifically, in the
continuous process industries that require around-the-clock operation,
the workweek of capital is not an operative margin. In these industries,
however, materials use and energy consumption are likely to be good
proxies for the rate of plant operation. The second and third columns
of table 11 therefore present estimation results for the noncontinuous
and continuous process industries separately.
The second column of table 11 shows that the workweek of capital
does an extremely good job of adjusting the productivity residual for
the noncontinuous process industries. With the workweek correction,
the coefficient of Ax falls from 0.28 to 0.02. The energy and materials
proxies are less well suited for accounting for the cyclicality of productivity.
On the other hand, the third column of table 11 shows that the
workweek of capital does little to account for cyclical productivity in
the continuous process industries. For these industries, adjustment of
capital services by materials (but not energy) yields acyclical productivity residuals.
That adjustment by the workweek of capital eliminates the cyclicality
of productivity in the noncontinuous process industries but fails to do
so in the continuous process industries shows, importantly, that the
workweek of capital is not merely a proxy cyclical indicator. The workweek of capital is a genuine measure of capital services.
Should the Utilization Adjustment Apply Only to Capital?
The regressions in table 11 constrain the utilization measure to have
the same production share as the capital stock. This assumption is
relaxed in tables 12, 13, and 14, which present estimates of the equation
(14)

E

aX+

YoAU

+ v.

By relaxing the restriction that y is equal to one, estimates of equation 14 can evaluate the various utilization adjustments in a setting
where they are not adjusting the capital stock in particular. As
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Table 12. Regressingthe UnadjustedSolow Residualon AlternativeCyclical
Measures, All ManufacturingIndustriesa
Independent variable
+ oMAm

otEAe

AA

0.31

OtKLS

oKAe

aKL.m

tE

+

oM

p value'

...

...

...

...

...

1.35

. . .

. . .

. . .

0.40

...

0.00

...

. . .

0.00

-0.29

. . .

0.00

(0.04)
-0.03

(0.1 1)
0.32

(0.38)
...

(0.05)
-0.04

(0.12)
0.42

-0.06

1.68

(0.46)
. . .

-0.36

0.54

.

(0.23)
...

(0.21)
(0.22)

..

(0.13)

(0.50)
. . .

...

...

-0.59

0.00

(0.54)

Source: See table 11.
a. The dependent variable is the unadjusted Solow residual, E. The equations estimated here regress e on the independent
variables shown. Relating these to equation 14 in the text, the coefficients of Ax correspond to I, the coefficient of total
factor input growth, and the others correspond to y, the coefficient of the selected capital share-weighted utilization
adjustment, QKA1I. Estimation is by two-stage least squares, using time dummies as instruments. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are in parentheses. The sample comprises the 450 industries included in the ASM, excluding those for
which over half of the observations on the workweek of capital are missing. The sample period is 1977-88.
b. For the chi-squared test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of MXis zero (1 = 0) and the coefficient of ?(KA1 iS
one (y = 1). In the equation that includes both the workweek and energy utilization adjustments as independent variables,
the test is of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of A-xis zero, the coefficient of OQKASis one, and the coefficient of UKAe
is zero.

discussed above, it might be that other factors (for example, nonproduction labor) also need a utilization adjustment, or that the utilization
adjustment should apply to all of value added. In either case, one would
expect to find an estimate of y greater than one, because applying the
adjustment only to capital would give the adjustment too small a weight.
In general, equation 14 relaxes the restriction in equation 13 that the
utilization adjustment be applied only to capital; equation 14 instead
applies the adjustment more broadly, throughout the production
process.
Table 12 presents estimates of the coefficients of equation 14 for all
manufacturing industries. One hypothesis of interest is that there is no
cyclical productivity once U multiplies K; that is, ,3 is equal to zero
and y is equal to one. The last column presents the p value for a chisquared test of this null hypothesis. The estimate of y for adjustment
by the workweek of capital shown in the second row is somewhat higher
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Table 13. Regressingthe UnadjustedSolow Residualon AlternativeCyclical
Measures, NoncontinuousProcess Industriesa
Independent variable
+ oMAm

otEAe
tK

AX

OKAS

OKAe

aKAm

tE

+

oM

p valueb

0.28
(0.04)

...

...

.....

0.06
(0. 10)

0.85
(0.33)

...

...

. ..

0.84

0.30
(0.05)
0.05
(0. 1 1)

...

-0.12
(0.13)
-0.30
(0.18)

. . .

...

0.00

. ..

0.05
(0.55)
...

1.11
(0.40)

0.26
(0.23)

..

0.42
(0.24)

...

.

...

....

...

. .

0.40

. . .

0.00

-0.35
(0.57)

0.00

Source: See table 11.
a. The dependent variable is the unadjusted Solow residual, E. The equations estimated here regress e on the independent
variables shown. Relating these to equation 14 in the text, the coefficients of Ax correspond to 3, the coefficient of total
factor input growth, and the others correspond to y, the coefficient of the selected capital share-weighted utilization
adjustment, QKAU. Estimation is by two-stage least squares, using time dummies as instruments. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standarderrors are in parentheses. The sample comprises the 450 industries included in the ASM, excluding those for
which over half of the observations on the workweek of capital are missing. The sample period is 1977-88.
b. For the chi-squared test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of A-xis zero (1 = 0) and the coefficient of QeKA1iS
one (y = 1). In the equation that includes both the workweek and energy utilization adjustments as independent variables,
the test is of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of Ax is zero, the coefficient of OQKASis one, and the coefficient of QKAe
is zero.

than one, although the standard error is large enough that it is not
possible to reject the hypothesis that it is equal to one.40 At the same
time, there is overwhelming evidence against the hypothesis that the
energy and materials proxies are strict capital utilization adjustments
(third through sixth rows). The restrictions implicit in table 11 are
rejected for these proxies. The fourth row of table 12 runs a horse race
between the workweek and energy adjustments. The coefficient of the
workweek adjustment remains close to one, but that of energy has the
wrong sign. Table 13 shows similar results for the noncontinuous process industries.
The results for the continuous process industries, shown in table 14,
40. This estimateof y greaterthan unity is consistent with the view that the workweek adjustmentneeds to be appliedto otherfactors, especially to nonproductionlabor.
But the standarderror is so large that it is difficult to give the estimate any specific
interpretation.
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Table 14. Regressingthe UnadjustedSolow Residualon AlternativeCyclical
Measures, ContinuousProcess Industriesa
Independent variable
+ oMtAm

otEAe

AX

0.37
(0.08)
0.11
(0.15)
0.45
(0.15)
0.28
(0.21)
0.89
(0.31)
0.71
(0.34)

OtKAS

...
2.14
(0.80)
. . .
2.32
(0.89)
. . .
. ..

OKAe

OKIAm

tE

+ oM

p value"

...

...

...

...

. . .

...

...

0.03

. ..

...

0.01

. . .

...

0.06

. . .

0.01

- 1.03
(0.94)

0.10

-0.35
(0.51)
-0.80
(0.73)
. . .
. . .

- 1.58
(0.82)
...

Source: See table 11.
a. The dependent variable is the unadjusted Solow residual, E. The equations estimated here regress e on the independent
variables shown. Relating these to equation 14 in the text, the coefficients of &Acorrespond to f, the coefficient of total
factor input growth, and the others correspond to y, the coefficient of the selected capital share-weighted utilization
adjustment, QKA1l. Estimation is by two-stage least squares, using time dummies as instruments. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standarderrors are in parentheses. The sample comprises the 450 industries included in the ASM, excluding those for
which over half of the observations on the workweek of capital are missing. The sample period is 1977-88.
b. For the chi-squared test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of Ax is zero (I = 0) and the coefficient of o(KA1 is
one (y = 1). In the equation that includes both the workweek and energy utilization adjustments as independent variables,
the test is of the null hypothesis that the coefficient of &x is zero, the coefficient of O(KAS is one, and the coefficient of xKAe
is zero.

are once again quite different. In the regression including the workweek
of capital adjustment (second row), the coefficient of A\x does fall
substantially, but the coefficient of the adjustment itself is greater than
two. Hence the workweek is picking up much cyclical productivity
variation, but not as a capital utilization adjustment per se. For the
energy and materials adjustments, the coefficients are estimated imprecisely and are of the wrong sign. Yet for the materials-energy composite, presented in the last row, the null hypothesis is rejected only at the
10 percent level.
In summary, when the adjustment share restrictions are relaxed,
adjustment by the workweek of capital continues to work well for the
noncontinuous process industries. Moreover, it operates as a strict capital utililization adjustment; that is, there is only weak evidence that it
should have a weight other than capital's share. In the continuous
process industries, the workweek adjustment, as expected, operates as
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a general utilization adjustment rather than as a strict adjustment to
capital. The energy and materials proxies have the wrong point estimates, but these are very imprecise. The poor performance of the energy
and materials proxies is surely due, in part, to measurement error. In
particular, the proxies measure purchases, not consumption.
The Cost of Utilization
The foregoing results show that, at least for noncontinuous process
industries, capital utilization need not be treated as an unobserved variable; rather, it corresponds to the workweek of capital. Rendering
utilization a concrete margin that a firm faces (that is, how many shifts
it should operate) has important implications for understanding its role
over the cycle. For capacity utilization to be cyclical, there must be
some cost to increasing utilization. Otherwise, cost-minimizing firms
would always set utilization to its maximum value. Specifically, if
variation in utilization came simply from the speed at which production
lines operated, one would ask why this speed was not always maximal.4
In the case of shiftwork, there is a clear cost to increasing utilization.
In other work I estimate that the premium associated with hiring an
additional worker at night is at least 25 percent of the cost of hiring one
to work during the day.42 Hence in the presence of a fixed cost to
running a shift, there is good reason for firms to use the opening and
closing of shifts as a margin for adjustment of production.43 As the
present paper documents, this margin is indeed used intensively in many
U.S. manufacturing industries.

Statistics on the Workweek of Capital: Discussion and
Recommendations
The Federal Reserve Board measures capacity utilization as the ratio
of industrial production to capacity. Industrial production indexes are
constructed on a monthly basis from output measured in physical units,
41. One can imagine that depreciationin use might limit linespeed, but I know of
no evidence that such an effect is substantial.Alternatively, it might be difficult or
expensive to store output, so demandcould determineproduction,in the shortrun.
42. Shapiro(1996).
43. See Maysharand Halevy (forthcoming).
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where such data are available. Where such data are not available, the
productionindexes areestimatedfromdataon productionworkerhours
or the use of electric power.44
Capacityis an index numberfor which productionis the underlying
unit: "The capacity indexes attemptto capturethe concept of sustainable practicalcapacity, which is defined as the greatestlevel of output
that a plant can maintain within the frameworkof a realistic work
schedule, taking accountof normaldowntime, and assumingsufficient
availability of inputs to operate the machinery and equipment in
place."45The FederalReserve uses a varietyof datato estimatecapacity. These include the engineering capacity of plants, capital stocks,
and reportedrates of utilizationfrom surveys.46In the Survey of Plant
Capacity, respondentsare asked to give full productioncapabilityas a
percentage increase relative to currentoutput and to convert the percentage into a dollar amountof production.47The FederalReserve uses
the ratio of actual to full productionreportedby SPC respondentsin
constructingthe utilizationstatistics. Forbenchmarkperiods, it divides
this ratio into its measureof industrialproductionto yield the estimate
of capacity.
While there are difficulties in defining capacity on the basis of a
subjective measureof utilization, the SPC representsa substantialimprovementover the previous surveys (conductedby McGraw-Hilland
the Bureau of Economic Analysis) for several reasons. For example,
the definitions of capacity output used by these surveys were considerablymorevague anddifficultto interpretthanthe SPC's definitions.48
44. These month-to-monthestimates are benchmarkedto lower-frequencydata on
production.
45. Board of Governorsof the FederalReserve System, release G. 17, "Industrial
Productionand CapacityUtilization."
46. For a discussion of the capacityutilizationdata, see Corradoand Mattey(forthcoming).
47. See U.S. Bureauof the Census(1992). Startingwith the 1990 SPC, which asked
about productionin both 1989:4 and 1990:4, the survey asked about actual, full, and
"national emergency" production.Through 1988, the SPC asked instead about "preferred" and maximum "practical" rates of production.Although the definitions are
somewhatdifferent, based on its interpretationof the questions and some data analysis
the FederalReserve Board believes that preferredcorrespondsto full production,and
practicalcorrespondsto nationalemergencyproduction.Corradoand Mattey(forthcoming) discuss in greaterdetail the use of the SPC to measurecapacity.
48. See Shapiro(1989) for a discussion of the previoussurveys.
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In addition, the McGraw-Hillsurvey was conducted at the firm level.
It is hardto see how a seniorexecutive could give meaningfulresponses
to such questions, especially for a multiplantfirmwith diverse lines of
business. In contrast, the SPC is conducted at the establishmentlevel
andis directedto the "plant manageror engineer."49Finally, the SPC's
conjecturalquestion about full productionis asked in the context of
questions about the actual hours of operationsper day, days per week,
and value of production.Moreover, it asks the respondentto translate
the percentage increase to full productioninto a dollar amount. This
concreteness probablyyields a more consideredreply. Though the informationabout capacity outputfrom the SPC representsa substantial
improvementover its predecessorsurveys, it remains subject to difficulties of interpretation,some of them perhapsinherentto any surveybased measure of utilization. For example, it does not make clear
whetherrespondentsexpect ever to operateat full production.
The SPC's currenttreatmentof shiftworkprovides a good example
of the difficulty of using a survey-based measure of utilization. In
defining full productionthe SPC specifies, "Do not assume numberof
shifts andhoursof plantoperationundernormalconditionsto be higher
thanthatattainedby your plantany time in the past five years."50 While
such a specification might well be appropriatefor the purposeof constructinga smoothmeasureof capacity, it belies the fact thatidle capital
at night representssubstantialunused capacity.5'
Improving the Survey of Plant Capacity

The Survey of Plant Capacity is one of the best sources of data on
the workweek of capital in U.S. manufacturing,as evidenced by the
substantialexplanatorypower for capital utilization and cyclical productivity that is displayed in this paper. Some modest changes in the
design of the survey, however, might result in substantialbenefits. I
feel constrainedby the currentbudgetaryenvironmentto offering suggestions thatcould be implementedwithoutmajorincreasesin cost. For
example, budget constraintsare likely to precludeexpanding the sur49. U.S. Bureauof the Census (1992, p. A-3).
50. U.S. Bureauof the Census (1992, p. A-4).
51. This elementof the definitionof full productionwill be changedin the 1995-96
survey. Henceforth,full productionwill includethe possibility of addingshifts, even if
they have not been operatedpreviously.
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vey, either by sampling more firmsor by samplingall four quartersof
the year instead of just one.
CONTINUE

THE SPC ON A REGULAR

BASIS.

The SPC was conducted

regularly for the years 1974 through 1988. For 1989, there was no
regular survey. The 1990 survey asked for data on 1989 as well as
1990. Since then, the SPC has been conducted regularly, with the
financial supportof the FederalReserve Board and the Departmentof
Defense.
The SPC has now accumulatedtwenty years of continuous data. It
is serving an importantrole in the Federal Reserve Board's measures
of capacityutilization. Thereforeit is importantto maintainit, both for
the continuity of the time series and for the valuable data that it will
provide for the future.
COLLECT ADDITIONAL DATA. The SPC should addtwo new dataitems.
First, it should collect data on employment per shift as well as the
current data on aggregate employment and plant hours. Second, the
survey should collect some informationon the size of the capital stock.
A book value of capital would be minimallyuseful. Betteryet, the SPC
recordscould be linked to responses from the ASM and the Census of
Manufacturingto allow calculation of a constant-dollarcapital stock.
Adding these items would lead to a marginalincrease in costs for the
Census Bureau and the respondents, but the informationwould make
the data alreadycollected in the SPC much more useful.52
Informationon employmentper shift and on within-dayvariationin
capital intensity is critical for producinga coherent picture of capital
utilization. As the comparisonof the SPC- and CPS-basedmeasuresof
the workweekof capital in this papershows, the assumptionof constant
capital intensity aroundthe clock is questionable;to relax it, this information is required.53There are complications in collecting data on
52. Beginning with the 1989/90 survey, the SPC questionnairewas substantially
simplified. Even with these changes, it would still remainsignificantlyshorterthanthe
form used through1988.
53. These data would still not tell the whole story. Considera firm reportingone
hundredworkerson the first shift and fifty on the second. Does this mean that at night
capital intensity is twice as high, or only half the machinesare operating?The former
is probablythe case for a refineryor an integratedassembly plant, and the latterfor an
apparelfactory. It does not seem feasible to distinguishthese two cases in the SPC, but
progresscan be made by using industrystudies and econometric analysis of data on
production,employment,shifts, and other factors.
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employmentper shift, owing to the variousschemes of staggeredhours
and rotating shifts. The survey form should be flexible enough that a
plant could specify the hours that the shifts operate.54
PUBLISH

STATISTICS

ON THE WORKWEEK

OF CAPITAL.

Currently, the

Census Bureau publishes the full productionand national emergency
productioncapacity utilization rates for aggregates and four-digit industries.The dataon planthoursare not published,althoughthe bureau
makes them available (at the four-digitlevel) to researchers.
Eitherthe Census Bureauor the FederalReserve Board should publish statistics on the workweekof capital. The unpublishedcensus tabulations are weighted by total employment, giving excess weight to
plants that operate multiple shifts.55 Instead, aggregates should be
weighted accordingto the size of the plant.
There are various ways to estimate the sizes of plants. The available
data offer several sensible approaches.Plants can be weighted by employmentper shift or employmentper planthour.56Yet this methodhas
the shortcomingof assumingthatcapital intensity is equal across time,
within and across plants. Hence a preferredalternativefor the existing
data is to weight plant hours by estimates of the capital stock. This
maintainsthe assumptionof constantcapital intensityacross shifts, but
relaxesthe assumptionthatcapitalintensityis equal acrossplants. Since
morecapital-intensiveplantshave an incentive to operatelonger hours,
the latter assumptionleads to systematicerrors.57
Withthe collectionof the additionaldatasuggestedabove, the weighting could be improved. In particular,it would be possible to weight
establishmentsby employmenton the first (or the largest) shift. Also,
plant hours that are very thinly staffed should probablybe completely
excludedfromthe workweekof capital,becauseit is likely thatthe workers employedat these times are engaged in security,cleaning, stocking,
54. The May supplementsto the CPS on shiftworkdeal with these complicationsby
asking respondentsto specify the times at which shifts startand end.
55. See Shapiro(1993) and Beaulieu and Mattey(1996).
56. Shapiro (1993) implements an approximationto this approachto correct the
four-digittabulationsof the Census Bureau.Using the microdataof the SPC, which are
availableat the Centerfor Economic Studies, this approachis implementedexactly by
Beaulieuand Mattey(1996), whose tabulationsare used above.
57. Beaulieu and Mattey(1996) produceestimatesweighted by book value of capital. They focus on estimatesweightedby a constanttotal employmentper shift because
lags in the Censusof Manufacturinglimit the availabilityof dataweightedby the capital
stock.
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andmaintenance.58Weightingby employmenton the largestshift is most
analogousto weightingby capitalstock. It wouldbe advisableto produce
estimatesweightedbothby capitalandby laborper shift, althoughfurther
researchis requiredas to how these measuresmightdiffer.

Conclusion
This paper documentsthat the workweekof capital is an important
marginof adjustmentin many U.S. manufacturingindustries.Over the
business cycle, close to half of the change in employment in U.S.
manufacturingtakes place on late shifts. In industries in which the
shiftwork margin is operative, variation in the workweek of capital
explains a substantialamount of the variation in productionand virtually all of the cyclical movements in productivity. For these industries, there is no need to appealto unobservedmovementsin factors or
to attemptto explain cyclical productivity.Moreover,once variationin
the workweekof capital is taken into account, little cyclical movement
in productivityremainsto eitherprovideevidence for increasingreturns
to scale or drive real business cycle models.
The finding that there is no cyclical movement in productivityonce
observedvariationin capital utilizationis taken into accountcasts substantialdoubton the empiricalrelevance of models that take the cyclicality of the unadjustedproductivityresidualto representthe cyclicality
of technology. It implies that the huge equilibritimbusiness cycle literaturespawnedby Kydlandand Prescottneeds to focus on the sources
of shocks other than those to aggregatetechnology.
Moreover, the recent work of Basu andJohnFernaldhas done much
to reduceestimatesof the degreeto which increasingreturnsare implied
by cyclical productivity. This paper shows that once cyclical capital
utilization is taken into account, there is no evidence of increasing
returns.Thereforeadvocatesof business cycle models thatrequiresubstantialincreasingreturnscannotfindevidence for their assumptionsin
observed cyclical productivity.
58. Such activities are necessary for production,but these factors of production
should probablybe viewed as an additionalinput into the day shift, ratherthan as a
separateshift.
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Finally, given the importanceof the workweekof capital in business
cycle fluctuations,it is crucial to obtain the best possible information
about how the workweek is changing. This paper presents specific
recommendationson makingbetteruse of existing official statisticsand
improvingthe survey measuresof the workweekof capital.

Commentsand
Discussion

Carol Corrado: Shapiro's paper reconsiders results in the empirical
literatureon capital utilization. Shapiroemploys three data sources on
the workweek of capital that are neitherwidely known by macroeconomists nor widely used in empirical work on economic fluctuations.
First, he comparesthe propertiesof the three data sources. Second, he
looks at the relationshipbetween the workweekof capital and cyclical
fluctuationsin productionand employment. Third, he finds that variation in the workweekof capital accountsfor the observedcyclicality of
productivityin manufacturing.Last, he makes suggestions for improving the quality and accessibility of manufacturingworkweekof capital
statistics from the Survey of Plant Capacity.
His title notwithstanding,Shapiroprovides little in the way of macroeconomic implicationsof his principalfindingon cyclical productivity. However, he confronts as directly as possible the central issue of
what could make the Solow residual closer to small white noise, and
he indicatesthatthe attentionof boththe empiricalliteratureon increasing returnsand the literatureon equilibriumbusiness cycles may have
been, for a time, misdirected.Thatliteratureis now centeredon changes
in factor utilization as an explanationof cyclical productivityand the
propagationmechanismfor shocks. At present, individualpaperspresent divergent explanations of the source of the apparentshort-run
increasing returnsto scale and procyclicality. Some studies focus on
unobservedchanges in labor effort, or "labor hoarding." Othersemphasize "capital hoarding," or the underutilizationof capital under
slack demandconditions. None, however, has focused on the issue of
120
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capital utilization with an application to the data as convincingly as
does Shapiro in this study.
In an importantpaper published in 1993, Shapiro revises conventional productivitygrowthaccountingto includea measureof the workweek of capital and finds evidence that increasingreturnsin manufacturing disappear when capital hours are taken into account.' The
theoretical possibility that the cyclicality of conventionally measured
total factor productivityresults from variationin the workweekof capital that accompaniesincreases in other inputs was first pointed out by
RobertLucas.2Close studentsof this line of work will not be surprised
by the results in this paper. Nontheless, Shapiro's cumulativeresults,
especially when viewed in conjunctionwith the findingsof severalother
recent studies, seem both more robust and more relevant for macroeconomists at this juncturethan they did just three years ago.
In the study that provides the SPC-basedestimates of the workweek
of capitalfor this paper,BeaulieuandMatteyreconsiderShapiro's 1993
findingsusing a slightly differentdata set. They also find that when the
capital stock is adjustedfor workweek changes, to proxy for the flow
of capital services, the evidence for increasing returnsis weakened.
Employingvery different techniques, Burnside, Eichenbaum,and Rebelo take electricity use as a proxy for the flow of capital services and
focus on higher frequency, quarterlychanges in the data. They, too,
find thattotal factorproductivityis not very procyclical when variation
in capital use is taken into account.3
In this study, Shapiro furtherdemonstratesthat the cyclicality of
manufacturingproductivitydisappearsonce variationin capital hours
is taken into account. He uses an improveddata set for the workweek
of capital and confirms his 1993 results, which were based on fewer
data points. He also shows that the workweek adjustmentdominates
alternativeproxies for the flow of services from capital that have been
offered in the literature,such as energy use or materialsuse. Shapiro's
results and the findings of Burnside and his coauthors reinforce and
complementeach other:the former, more fully specified, are based on
panel data with annualobservations, while the latter are derived from
1. Shapiro(1993).
2. Lucas (1970).
3. Beaulieu and Mattey(1996); Burnside,Eichenbaum,and Rebelo (1995).
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quarterly data, a richer frequency for understandingbusiness cycle
dynamics.
Shapiro's results fall short in that they are not as general as he casts
them. He argues that the workweek of capital is a "genuine measure
of capital services" and uses the term interchangeablywith "capital
utilization" and "shift work." He may do this with little loss of generality for an industrythat has an assembly line technology, like motor
vehicles, but for many other majorindustrygroups it is inappropriate.
Furthermore,Shapiro'sspecificationassumesthatall factorsare spread
evenly across operative shifts and that only capital has increasing returns, in the sense that no more is needed to operateadditionalshifts at
a plant. I elaborateon these argumentsto make three points.
First, the SPC figures that Shapirouses provide informationon the
average weekly workperiodwhen the plant is open. It is the productof
the numberof days per week of operationandthe numberof planthours
per day of operation. The lattercan be decomposedinto shifts per day
andhoursper shift. The plant's workperiodmay be expandedby adding
a day on the weekend (if the plantdoes not normallyoperateseven days
a week), by runninga given shift for longer hours, or by addinganother
shift. When the work period is lengthenedby adding a shift or adding
hoursto an existing shift, the workperiodadjustmentin the productivity
accountingwill capturethe returnsfrom all quasi-fixedfactors of production-notably, nonproductionworkers-or any componentof the
production process that imposes a fixed cost per day rather than a
marginal cost per shift. Shapiro's adjustmentto the Solow residual
accounts for variationin the plant's work period weighted by capital's
share. Thus a moreprecise accountingwould also includean adjustment
of the variation in hours per day weighted by the cost share of other
relevant quasi-fixedfactors.
Second, the average work period of the plant is not conceptually
equivalent to capital utilization. Moreoever, the distinction is not limited to continuousprocessors. Some noncontinuousprocess operations
are organizedon a pieceworkbasis; unlike assembly lines, they operate
more as a collection of workstations.These workstationsmay or may
not be completely staffed and, as a practicalmatter,the plants may not
tend to run extra shifts. For such an industry, labor input determines
how much of a fixed capital stock is utilized over a fixed work period,
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and variationin labor hours will more closely approximatecapital utilization than will the plant work period.
Third, Shapiro's frameworkfor describingand modeling factor utilization and firms' adjustmentmarginsis neithergeneral nor complete.
The related microeconomicliteratureemphasizes that the dynamics of
aggregate economic activity are determinedby the interactionof heterogenous agents who face differing costs in adjusting to aggregate
demandshocks. This literatureprovides guidanceon how to characterize factorutilizationanda firm's adjustmentmargins.Matteyand Steve
Strongin, who summarizemuch of that literature,follow both George
Stigler, in emphasizingthe technological trade-offsbetween flexibility
and average efficiency, and Lucas, in emphasizingthat adjustmentsin
the work period of capital can be an importantmargin.They work with
the SPC microdataand describe, not adjustmentcosts in manufacturing
alone, but the industrydistributionof adjustmentcost patterns.4
Mattey and Strongin introducethree different technology types to
summarizeconveniently the apparentdifferences between industries.
At one extreme are the continuousprocessors, which face large shutdown and startupcosts and prefer to operatenearly twenty-fourhours
a day, seven days a week. Operationswith this type of technology do
not use the work-periodmargin, except under very adverse demand
conditions when the plant will be shut down for weeks or months at a
time. Rather, continuousprocessorsadjustthe plant's consumptionof
materialsto achieve short-runchanges in output.
At the other extreme are the pure assemblers, which routinely vary
the normal work period of the plant to adjust actual output. That is,
they vary the intensity of capital use-the fraction of the production
period over which capital is used-to achieve short-runchanges in
output.The workperiodof capitalis adjustedby increasingthe duration
of shifts, especially when the plant faces small or transientdemand
shocks, or by addingan additionalshift, when it faces largerand more
persistent changes. Between these extremes, the technology of other
noncontinuousprocessors tends to be as I describe above. Many of
these industries make relatively little use of the work-periodmargin
and achieve short-runoutput changes along the familiar lines of ad4. Matteyand Strongin(1995); Stigler (1939); Lucas (1970).
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justing labor relative to a fixed stock of capital that generally operates
for a fixed work period. This group of industriesaccounts for roughly
30 percentof value added in manufacturing.
Despite these conceptualqualifications,Shapiroconvincingly demonstratesthe quantitativeimportanceof understandingcyclical variation
in the workweek of capital. One simple reason why the workweek of
capital is so effective at reducingthe Solow residualto white noise is
as follows: Much of the cyclical variationin output stems from variability in the demandfor final productsproducedby durablegoods industries. For many of those goods-such as motorvehicles and a large
portion of capital goods-production occurs on an assembly line, and
producersroutinelyuse the shift marginto adjustoutputin response to
demandshocks.
I now turnto a brief discussion of Shapiro'spresentationof statistical
correlationsbetween the alternativemeasuresof the workweekof capital and the cyclical fluctuationsin production and employment. As
expected, the fraction of workers on late shifts in manufacturingis
stronglycyclical. I approachedthis papereager to learnmore aboutthe
cyclical variation in the intensity of capital use in nonmanufacturing
industries.Shapiro'simportantfindingson cyclical productivitypertain
only to manufacturing.Hall's earlier work, which provoked a debate
in macroeconomicsthat Shapiro suggests has been misdirected, finds
increasingreturnsvirtuallyeverywhereelse in the economy. Eric Bartlesman argues that the evidence of large and pervasive increasingreturnscan be explained by bias in Hall's econometricprocedure.However, a careful readingof Bartlesman'scorrectedevidence shows that,
outside of manufacturing,significantscale economies are still found in
transportationand retail trade.5
Clearly, employment in industriessuch as transportationand retail
(as well as wholesale) trade is very cyclical. These industriesprovide
distributionservices for the economy's final demandfor goods, which
drives much of the business cycle. But Shapiro finds no evidence of
cyclicality in shiftwork for these industries, despite the fact that a
relatively high fractionof their work force is employed in the evening
and at night. Given the shift premiumsin wages, it is not plausible that
workers in these industries prefer to work at night; more likely, to
5. Hall (1988, 1990); Bartelsman(1993).
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maintain customer satisfaction, the industries respond to cyclical
changes in demandby makingproductionadjustmentsevenly over the
day. If so, these industries,like those withinmanufacturingthatShapiro
does not consider, performcapital-laborsubstitutionsimilarto the simple textbook examples, and the variation in capital utilization is not
capturedby the workweekof capital.
Shapiroalso reportsthat about 70 percentof the variationin aggregate manufacturingcapacityutilizationis accountedfor by variationin
the workweekof capital. I should note that 70 percentof the variation
in aggregatecapacity utilizationis also explained by variationin overtime hours. Adding hours to an existing shift is often the first margin
of adjustmentin variablework-periodindustries.Accordingto my own
tabulations, overtime hours and the workweek of capital together explain 85 percent of the variationin capacity utilization, each contributing approximatelythe same amountto the goodness of the overall fit.
(Shapirofindsthatonly 77 percentof the variationin capacityutilization
is jointly explained by variationin total labor hours and the workweek
of capital.) Thus Shapiro's exploration of covariability between the
workweeks of capital and labor would be more complete if he also
looked at the distinction between straight-timeand overtime hours.
The last section of the paper discusses statistics on manufacturing
capacityutilizationandthe workweekof capital, which arebothderived
from the same survey instrument-the SPC. Shapiro's discussion of
the ingredientsof the the FederalReserve's statistics on capacity utilization, however, does not provide a clear sense of the Fed's approach
to measuringcapacity. My recent study with Matteyprovides a simple
summary.6
Withregardto capacityutilizationstatisticsfromthe SPC-the basic
data source for the FederalReserve's estimates-the specifics of how
the survey instructsrespondentsto provide utilization figures have alreadybeen changedto eliminatethe odd guidelineon shifts thatShapiro
mentions. Indeed, that guideline was imposed only during 1989-94.
Furthermore,in contrastto Shapiro'sconjecturethat respondentshave
difficultiesin answeringthe SPC's questionsaboutcapacity, the "pin"
factoryvisits sponsoredby the NationalBureauof EconomicResearch's
Projecton IndustrialTechnologyandProductivityrevealthatmost plant
6. Corradoand Mattey(forthcoming).
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managerscan be quite precise aboutthe productioncapabilitiesof their
facilities.
I supportShapiro's specific suggestions for improvementsand marginal additionsto the SPC. Clearly, if official figureson the workweek
of capital were to be published, they should be properlyweighted, and
a complete picture of capital use would be possible only with information on its within-dayvariation.
In summary,Shapiro'swork, here andelsewhere over the years, has
focused its readers' attentionon the quantitativerole of capital utilization and shiftworkas a propagationmechanismfor shocks. As a result,
macroeconomistswho study economic fluctuationsmay begin to use
statisticson the workweekof capitalregularly,andwe shouldcommend
him for adding that to our repertoire.
Peter K. Clark: Shapiro's paper on the workweek of capital is both
interestingand informativebecause he examines data sets that are not
easily accessible and are not usually discussed in the literature.These
data supportthe mainstreamview that cyclical variationsin labor productivity arise from the lagged response of factor inputs to cyclical
changes in the demandfor output. The first set of datathat he analyzes
is the workweek of capital found in the Census Bureau's Survey of
Plant Capacity. The data shown in figure 1 roughly coincide with my
prior beliefs: they are clearly procyclical, and the relative magnitudes
of various recessions seem to be correct.
The next series that Shapiro examines is the Mayshar-Solondata
from Area Wage Surveys. Once again, the procyclical nature of the
workweek of capital is apparent(see figure 2). The low point in the
1980-82 recession is lower than that in 1973-75. I also notice the
possibility of an upwardtrend in these data, startingin the late 1970s
or early 1980s; the averageworkweekof capitalmay have been increasing over the past ten or twenty years. Such a secular increase in the
utilization of existing capital would be interestingif it really existed.
But any upwardtrendmight insteadbe due to sectoralshifts in demand;
or my eyeball signal extractionprocess could be faulty.
The final dataset thatShapriouses is the CurrentPopulationSurvey.
These data, plotted in figure 3, seem much inferior to the other two.
For example, in 1981 the CPS, unlike the other two series, recordsan
increase in the workweekof capital. I find this very unlikely. In 1981,
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all of us at the Federal Reserve Board watched in amazementas the
money supply grew beyond target, the federal funds rate was raised to
astronomicallevels, and the economy continuedto deteriorate:unemployment eventually reachedrates not seen since before WorldWarII.
This anomalous rise in capital's workweek, along with the fact that
observations for most of the 1980s are missing, makes me think that
the CPS data are not worth analyzing.
Shapiroconcludes from these data, first, that shift work is an important margin in capital-intensive assembly industries. As demand increases, existing shifts can be lengthenedor new shifts added, increasing the effective amount of capital input. Labor productivity rises
because the addedlaboris almostexclusively in production;the number
of other workersin a firmstays more or less constant. The evidence on
this is quite clear and indisputable.A second point that appearsin the
paper, althoughShapirodoes not discuss it directly, is that procyclical
movements in labor productivityare clearly not productivity shocks
falling from the sky, but instead a reactionof productionto changes in
output caused by variations in demand. I find it embarrassingthat a
larger majorityof economists has not embracedthis view, given the
preponderanceof evidence in its favor.
One final implicationthat Shapirodraws from his data is that variations in the capital workweekcan be thoughtof as variationsin capital
input and that, once these variations are correctly accounted for, the
cycle in laborproductivitydisappears.He makes a strongcase for this
view in assemblymanufacturing,but assemblymanufacturingaccounts
for about 20 percentof private sector output. In the other 80 percent,
particularlyservices and trade, variationsin individualeffort are probably more importantthan those in shiftworkfor the generationof procyclical productivity.
For example, consider a well-establishedrestaurantin Washington,
D.C. At the end of a recession, business may be a little weak, with
reservationsavailable even on Friday or Saturdaynight. But as economic activity in Cleveland and Orlando and Los Angeles picks up,
lobbyists' expense accounts get a little fatter, corporatetravel to D.C.
becomes a little easier to justify, and gross receipts at the restaurant
begin to rise. Employmentat the restaurantstays constant, recorded
hoursmay rise a little (but less than actualhours, particularlyfor management),and measuredlaborproductivityincreasessubstantially.The
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restaurant'shours of business may not have changed at all, so data on
the workweek of capital would show no increase.
This story, told for the entire privatebusiness sector, has a long and
successful track record. It is sometimes called a partialadjustmentor
an adjustmentcost model; other authorshave termedit laborhoarding.
I have used it in two Brookingspapersto explain cyclical variationsin
aggregate labor productivity, and it still fits the data very well.' The
story that Shapiro tells for assembly manufacturingfollows the same
well-tested idea, with productionlabor more variablethan other types
of labor. Thus his resultsconfirmthe traditionallagged linkagebetween
output and factors of production.
Two furtherpoints came to mind while I was studying the paper.
First, annual data-even if they are point samples ratherthan annual
averages-obscure the characterof the business cycle. It has been my
experiencethatquarterlydatagive a superiorview of peaks andtroughs
in economic activity; accurate monthly data are slightly better yet.
Shapiro's data, althoughthey do exhibit business cycle behavior, are
missing some pieces. This is not his fault (the data are collected annually or even less frequently), nor even the fault of the federal statistical agencies (who are doing a heroic job in the face of severe budget
constraints). But it does mean that measurementerrors may be more
significantthan they are in higher frequencydata.
Second, can one correctly analyze both cyclical and secular movements in productivitywith one simple aggregateproductionfunction?
For Shapiroand many other productivityanalystsrecently, the answer
has been yes. Hence the many and varied attemptsto eliminate Solow
residuals. Such an approachis intrinsically attractive. The ability to
provide one explanationfor many phenomenais the essence of many a
scientificreputation.Newton's theoryof gravityexplainedmanythings,
Darwin's natural selection, many more. But while Robert Solow is
justly renowned among economists, I do not think that an aggregate
productionfunctionis in the same league as gravityor naturalselection.
For me, at least, the right way to think about the supply side of the
economy is with two equations: an aggregate productionfunction to
explain the secular relation between inputs and output, and a partial
1. Clark(1984, 1993).
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adjustmentmodel to analyze deviations from trend at business cycle
frequencies.
General discussion: Severalpanelistswere surprisedby Shapiro'sfinding thattakingaccountof shifts could eliminatethe cyclical fluctuations
in measuredfactor productivity.Ben Bernankenoted that when a plant
adds a second shift it effectively replicatesthe first shift and so should
display constant returnswith respect to labor; he found it hardto understandwhy the failure to account for capital services would create
estimates of the elasticity of outputwith respect to labor far in excess
of unity. N. GregoryMankiwnoted thatBernankeandClarkwere both
referringto laborproductivity,whereasShapiro'sresultsrelatedto total
productivity.CarolCorradoassertedthatboth measureswere procyclical. ChristopherSims noted that in his earlierwork using dataon hours
by productionworkers, he found elasticities of output with respect to
directlaborinputof aboutone. Month-to-monthrandomfluctuationsin
output did induce high-frequencyproductivityfluctuations, but over
intervalsas shortas six months, these movementsdisappeared.William
Brainardnoted that Shapiro'sresults do not leave much room for other
explanations for cyclical productivity, such as the presence of fixed,
nonproductionworkers suggested by Clark. If anything, economists
have an embarrassmentof riches to explain away increasingreturns.
RobertGordonsuggested that it was helpful to distinguishdifferent
frequencies of productivityfluctuations. According to Gordon, highfrequency monthly and quarterlychanges are best explained by the
difficulty and cost of rapidly adjusting labor. Like Clark and Sims,
Gordon has found that firms adjust labor to surprisesin demandover
three or four quarters.He noted it was importantto recognize that at
this frequency, productivityrelates to the rate of growthof output, not
to its level. Shapiro's analysis, using annualdata, abstractsfrom these
high-frequencychanges within the year and is most useful in illuminating medium-termcyclical productivity. Long-runchanges in productivity and the behaviorof productivityat the end of expansionboth
involve differentconsiderations.
Robert Hall was dissatisfied by the absence of a clearly specified
theory of capital utilization and raised several questions that such a
theoryshouldanswer. Why do firmsin equilibriumhave differentnum-
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bers of shifts? Why is capital not used twenty-fourhours a day if there
is no associated deterioration?Whatis the cost of capital services for a
firmthatchooses to operateits capital stock less thanfull time? Gordon
suggested thatthe pay premiumneeded to get workerson the night shift
may be quitelarge. Shapiroreportedthathe estimatedthe shift premium
at 25 percent, but he has no evidence thatthe shift premiumis cyclical.
Gordonsuggested that one reason why capital is not run all the time in
nonmanufacturingindustriesis the importanceof "knowledge" workers. Hence the firm's operationis limited to the numberof hours such
individualscan work in a day.
George Perry noted the contrastbetween continuousprocess industries, which alreadyworkcapitalnearlycontinuously,so thatthe capital
utilization margincannot be very important,and other industriesthat
may adjust along this margin. Although many continuous process industries are not very cyclical (with the exception of steel), they may
adjust along other margins. James Duesenberrygave as an example
firms bringing older plants back into utilization in times of peak demand.
Hall was surprisedthatthe evidence fromrecentstudiesof utilization
has left no room for imperfectly competitive markets or increasing
returns.These resultssuggest thatperfectcompetitionis pervasive. Yet,
with all the evidence of concentrationandother industrycharacteristics
implying imperfectcompetition, he arguedthat cannot be right. There
are many elements of fixed cost-for example, intellectualpropertywhich imply that in order for a firm to recoup its investment, it must
price above marginalcost and show increasingreturns.Hall observed
that the profession may have been surprisedand skeptical about evidence he had previously presentedthat increasingreturnswere pervasive, but now the pendulumis swinging too far in the other direction.
Mankiwnoted a strikingmacroeconomicimplicationof the paper. It
shows thatproductivityfluctuationsin manufacturingare largely a passive response to the cycle ratherthan the driving force, as postulated
in RBC-typemodels. If true, it suggests that shifts in demandreflecting
changingpolicy and preferences, not shifts in technology, are responsible for short-runfluctuations.He suggested, however, thatthe results
are not likely to extend to nonmanufacturingsectors, where shiftwork
is less prevalent,andhence may not be truefor the aggregateeconomy.
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